
Me and Anthony were saving up for a first class plane seat. They were so much

money to go to the bahamas. so me and Anthony get on the plane. I brought my fishing

pole and knife and cooking stuff and Anthony brought his hatchet and some food. An

hour into the flight the plane starts to go down and I check on the pilot but he is

knocked out by the equipment and then the plane starts to go down. me and everyone

is panicking and shouting. I looked over at my brother and his expression seemed to

be terrified. and The plane was so loud I could barely think.

Suddenly the plane jerks downward. Then everything goes black then I wake

up. My head is pounding then I realize I am on a different inland and I look around and

the place looks like heaven and there is a huge waterfall and the water is glistens in the

wind and the water is as clear as ice and then I see the horrible plane crash and the

plane cot on fire then I see someone lift their head it was my brother, “Anthony are you

ok,” I shouted, “ yeah,” Anthony said I looked around again and again but it doesn't go

away, “we are stuck here for the time being,” I said in disappointment,”we need to

make a shelter,” anthony said, “do you have your hatchet ,” anthony said let me check I

feel around my belt line and feel my hatchet I pull it out I check if it has any rust but it

does not have any on it, “ we should start a shelter and get some rest so we dont

starve and die,” I said , “maybe you can chop down a tree with your hatchet,” Anthony

said. . “ okay let me try,” then I tried to chop the tree down and in my surprise it was

easy and in a blenk the tree fell down I chop down another tree and then another and

then another and then soon we have a whole pile of logs, “ we need to start hurrying

Because it looks like it's about to rain,” Anthony said. , “ yeah you're right it does look



like it's about to run so we have to hurry,” I said. so I started to talk down trees faster

and faster trying to make me and my brother wet after I felt like hours I was done

chopping down all the trees we needed. so then I started working on the foundation of

the house it felt like minutes and minutes have gone by and my legs were starting to

give up on me but I pushed through and my hard work paid off because I finished the

house before the rain had even started And then we started to make a hole for us to

sleep in but we didn't have any stuff to keep us warm, “ do you remember how to make

a fire in Micah,” Anthony asked, “ yeah I know how to make a fire it's really simple first

you have to find some dry sticks and logs,” I said so then we went off into the woods

to find some dry leaves and some dry logs and some stones so we can start a fire the

dry leaves and dry logs were very hard to find but we eventually found some then we

found some rocks on the ground that we used to put around the fire then we started to

start the fire it was so much work but in the end if I only paid off,” it feels very hot now,”

Anthony said ,”Well yeah I'm making a fire,”I said, You should probably go fishing so

we can Get some food,”I said , “ what am I going to use to get the food,” Anthony said,”

well I still have my fishing rod, “ I said,” Then where is it,” Anthony said ,” well it is in my

back pocket I think,” I said then I reached around my waist and grabbed my fishing rod,

“ you're going to have to put it together because it is one of those fishing rods where

you have to put it together in three pieces ,”I said,” you know I don't like building stuff

you know,” Anthony said,” yeah I know but it's only three pieces it's not like a million

pieces you know,’ I said,” if it's not a million pieces why don't you build it,” Anthony

said,” but I have to do everything and you have even done anything but get up,” I



shouted, ‘Wait is that a plane,” I said,” I think it is,” Anthony said,” quick light up the

fire,” I said ,”wait I think it's flying down,” I said the plane started to go down and then

it landed 17 ft away from me and my brother,” are you kids okay,” the pilot said,” yeah,”

me and my brother said,” let’s get you kids to safety


